Bloch oscillations of quantum particles manifest themselves as periodic spreading and relocalization of the associated wave functions when traversing lattice potentials subject to external gradient forces. Albeit this phenomenon is deeply rooted into the very foundations of quantum mechanics, all experimental observations so far have only contemplated dynamics of one and two particles initially prepared in separable local states. Evidently, a more general description of genuinely quantum Bloch oscillations will be achieved on excitation of a Bloch oscillator by nonlocal states. Here we report the observation of Bloch oscillations of twoparticle N00N states, and discuss the nonlocality on the ground of Bell-like inequalities. The time evolution of two-photon N00N states in Bloch oscillators, whether symmetric, antisymmetric or partially symmetric, reveals transitions from particle antibunching to bunching. Consequently, the initial states can be tailored to produce spatial correlations akin to those of bosons, fermions and anyons, presenting potential applications in photonic quantum simulation.
I n his pioneering work 1 , Felix Bloch predicted the existence of periodic spatial oscillations of electrons traversing crystalline structures driven by linear external forces. At that time, understanding the concept of Bloch oscillations (BOs) contributed to the establishment of the electronic band structure theory in solids, which later on impacted wide areas of physics. In fact, BOs are a universal wave phenomenon and have since been formally investigated using diverse physical platforms [2] [3] [4] . Thus, while the observation of BOs is still elusive in its original conceived setting, a formal analogy between the propagation of classical beams and the evolution of point-like quantum particles can be appreciated. It has led to experimental realizations of photonic BOs in arrays of evanescently coupled waveguides [5] [6] [7] .
The aim of our work is to investigate BOs of two-particle N00N states and their correlations, on the basis of the theoretical work by Bromberg et al 8 . Our approach is based on integrated photonic circuits, a propitious platform to study fundamental quantum phenomena such as random walks [9] [10] [11] as well as possible building blocks for quantum photonic chips 12, 13 . The monolithic nature of such integrated devices gives access to full interferometric control over the field dynamics. As such, they are ideal candidates for the realization of quantum simulators [14] [15] [16] [17] capable to explore physical processes beyond the classical limits. Moreover, using photons makes it feasible to define N00N states on the spatial degree of freedom; since therein no particle-particle interaction can hinder the observation of interference effects.
In this article, we demonstrate that, as a result of spatial entanglement and quantum coherence, the amplitude interference occurring during the BOs of two-particle N00N states strongly influences the symmetry property of the propagating wave function [18] [19] [20] , giving rise to a bunching/antibunching cycle. Furthermore, we provide experimental evidence that the symmetry imposed on the initial state results in a spatial longitudinal shift of this cycle. In the context of quantum simulators [21] [22] [23] , this suggests a possibility for tailoring the bunching/antibunching behaviour of two-particle states, with spatial correlations observed along the cycle that are successively allusive to those exhibited by bosonic, anyonic and fermionic wave functions 24 .
Results

Theory of nonlocal Bloch oscillations.
To study the quantum dynamics of a tight-binding BO lattice 7, 18 , we consider the Heisenberg equations of motion for field operators a y k in the kth site
where z is the spatial coordinate mapping the time variable, C is the intermode coupling coefficient and B denotes the difference in the propagation constants of adjacent modes (Fig. 1a) . The Bloch period l B ¼ 2p/B is defined as the distance after which a revival of the state is expected. Integration of equation (1) yields the evolution of the creation operators a y k ðzÞ ¼ P m U k;m ðzÞa y m ð0Þ with U k;m ¼ ½expðizHÞ k;m representing the evolution matrix, and H the coupling coefficient matrix.
In our work, we consider two-photon N00N states as the input of the BO lattice (Fig. 1b) . Generally speaking, N00N states are maximally path-entangled multi-photon states describing an equal coherent superposition of all N particles being in one of two modes. Quantum features in this system have been theoretically addressed before our work and, most importantly, the spatial correlation function between multiple photons prepared in a N00N state was derived 8 . In the case of a two-photon N00N state coupled with adjacent lattice sites, the photon density n k ðzÞ ¼ ha y k a k i shows a substantial broadening of the wave function up to half the Bloch cycle, further followed by a relocalization over l B (Fig. 1c, left inset) . On the other hand, twoparticle intensity correlations 18 , G k;l ðzÞ ¼ ha y k a y l a l a k i, reveal that the presence of the ramping potential forces the photons to separate and gather cyclically with only half the Bloch period (Fig. 1c, right inset) . In other words, bunching to antibunching transitions, and vice versa, is expected to occur at particular distances, which we will refer to as correlation turning points throughout our manuscript. In the general case of N-photon N00N states, the bunching to antibunching oscillation period was shown to be inversely proportional to N and to the initial separation between input modes 8 .
We have implemented Bloch arrays of 16 single-mode optical waveguides in glass (Fig. 2b) using the femtosecond laser-writing approach 25 . All the waveguides have identical propagation constants b 0 and are separated by 30 mm such that the coupling coefficients are equal. Here the effective linear ramping potential required to induce BOs is synthetically obtained by bending the waveguides 26 (see the Methods section).
Two-photon N00N states on a discrete photonic lattice are defined as
where the indices refer to the lattice sites and f is a relative phase. The quantum correlations in this nonlocal state are such that the two photons always couple into the same excited lattice site, either m or n, with an equal probability of 1/2. with fA(0,p). Importantly, all three states are prepared on-chip, which guarantees ultra-high experimental stability. These states are readily achieved by tailoring down-converted light using a detuned directional coupler (DC; Fig. 2c ; see the Methods section). Strictly speaking, states generated by type-I spontaneous parametric down-conversion crystals (SPDC) are the so-called two-mode squeezed states 27 C SPDC j i/ P n l n n; n j i. However, in the limit of very weak squeezing and placing ourselves in the coincidence sub-space through trivial post-selection, the source delivers separable, two-photon states of the form C j i / a y m a y n 0 j i. Then, after mixing through a detuned coupler such states become arbitrary two-photon N00N states (equation (2)).
Experiments. To monitor the time evolution of quantum correlations, we fabricated several curved arrays of the same physical length (6 cm) but different Bloch periods l B . By tuning the radius of curvature (Fig. 2d) , we have implemented six arrays for each input state effectively achieving propagation distances of 0.1l B , 0.2l B , 0.3l B , 0.4l B , 0.5l B and l B (see the Methods section).
When two indistinguishable particles are present, quantum interference effects can be revealed by analysing twofold correlations. First, we investigate the time evolution of the symmetric state
, with both photons coupled into either channel zero or channel one of the BO array with the same probability. Once the C S j i state is coupled into the system, the spatial correlation function G k,l (z) is obtained through measurements of the probability of simultaneously detecting one photon exiting from waveguide k and its twin at site l (Fig. 2a) . (Fig. 3a) . Subsequently, after propagating over z ¼ 0.2l B , G k,l (z) reveals a correlation turning point with co-occurrence of correlation and anticorrelation among the constitutive photons (Fig. 3b) . This regime is a clear manifestation of a fractional symmetry resembling the one expected from anyonic particles-quantum entities that are neither fermions nor bosons ruled by fractional exclusion statistics 24 . After that point the state becomes once more correlated (Fig. 3c) . These bunching effects turn out to be evident as the particles approach half of the Bloch cycle (Fig. 3d) . Our results are fully supported by best-fit simulations obtained with input phase shift of f exp S ¼ 0:1p AE 0:1p (shown beside in Fig. 3a-d) . This small discrepancy when compared with a perfect state can be explained by the presence of losses in the DC section 28 .
To gain more insights about the correlation patterns, we extracted the interparticle distance distribution given by gðk À lÞ ¼
Here k À l is the distance between sites k and l, and d is the number of matrix elements G q,q þ k À l satisfying the inequality q þ k À lrN. Figure 4a shows how g (k À l) evolves for the symmetric input state. We observe a gradual transition on propagation, from a double-peak shape (antibunching) to a single-peak one (bunching), which confirms that the photon pair passes through a correlation turning point. Furthermore, to evidence probability interference as the underlying mechanism of the antibunching/bunching transition, we performed additional measurements using the device at 0.4l B with two distinguishable photons, which thereby manifest no quantum interference (Supplementary Fig. 1; Supplementary Note 1) . To analyse the impact of the input symmetry property over the photon correlations, as a second case we consider the propagation dynamics of an antisymmetric state,
Remarkably, the evolution of this state reveals similar characteristics as observed in the symmetric case (Fig. 3e-h) . However, the initial p-phase difference among the modes offsets the correlation cycle to start from a clear bunched state at 0.1l B (Fig. 3e) . A singular transition again occurs between the distances 0.2l B and 0.3l B , resulting in a strongly anticorrelated state at 0.4l B (Fig. 3h) . Extracting the interparticle distance distribution also provides a clear picture of the progressive transformation from correlation to AS ¼ 1:0p AE 0:1p for the antisymmetric one. The coupling coefficient C (equal to 0.48 and 0.45 cm À 1 for symmetric and antisymmetric state preparation, respectively) was also determined through best-fit optimization within a range provided by a couplingdistance-dependence experiment. Non-deterministic number-resolved photon detection was achieved using fibre beam-splitters.
anticorrelation (Fig. 4b) . Best-fit simulations are obtained with f exp AS ¼ 1:0p AE 0:1p (Fig. 3e-h) , and demonstrate the excellent control of the antisymmetric state preparation. For all cases, we measure the correlation similarity between theoretical predictions and our experimental observations, Table 1) .
To get a whole picture of the influence of the initial state symmetry on the correlation dynamics, as a third case we focus on the evolution of partially symmetric two-photon N00N states. Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the correlation map obtained at fixed propagation distance of 0.3l B along with those obtained for symmetric and antisymmetric state preparation. As anticipated, tuning the input phase shift offsets the correlation cycle. It results in a concurrence of photon bunching and antibunching for the C arb j i state input case, and demonstrates the control achieved over the wave function symmetry.
We furthermore estimate the nonclassicality of the states. To do so, the Bell-like inequality 18 . Its violation provides a valid criterion to discern quantum correlations that manifest themselves as photon bunching. Exemplarily violations for the C S j i state occurring at z ¼ 0.4l B and for the C AS j i state at z ¼ 0.1l B are shown in Fig. 4c,d . The maximum positive value reaches 23s k,l , where the s.d. s k,l is determined assuming a Poissonian counting statistics. In identical configurations, no violations were observed for distinguishable photons, as expected (Supplementary Note 1).
Discussion
We have experimentally investigated BOs of two-photon N00N states. For a quantitative assessment of the occurrence of BOs in our experiments, we have performed additional analysis of the data. By extracting the position of one of the particles of the entangled pair in all correlation matrices up to one Bloch period l B , the first revival is observed in a heralded measurement with a probability of 0.92 ± 0.02 and 0.94 ± 0.01 for symmetric and antisymmetric state input, respectively (Supplementary Note 2) . Beyond the observation of this relocalization effect, which is strictly equivalent to the case of single particles, our experiments reveal for the first time purely quantum features of BOs. In this system, the linear potential continuously induces positiondependent phase shifts on every mode, which has a marked impact on the correlation dynamics. More specifically, quantum states propagating in the lattice experience enhancement or reduction of correlation probabilities depending on the position they are passing through. In particular, this accounts for the 
Interparticle distance Interparticle distance presence of correlation turning points, generating oscillations between two diagonal and two off-diagonal peaks in the correlation matrix. Hence, such behaviour can be interpreted as a peculiar form of a spatially extended Hong-Ou-Mandel effect. Furthermore, it reflects the intrinsic capability of the Bloch lattice to efficiently tailor the quantum correlations of the state. The singular transitions evidenced here may be exploited in quantum photonic simulation, as a mechanism to gradually transform a given quantum correlation pattern; for example, for the symmetric input possessing fermionic-like properties at short propagation distances over anyonic-to bosonic-like at half the Bloch cycle. Moreover, we have verified that the correlation cycle is spatially shifted when imposing a phase shift on the input N00N state. More generally, our work sheds light on the unique nonlocal features of two-photon N00N states and demonstrates the high level of control currently obtained with laser-written photonic circuits. In this vein, the generation in a detuned coupler of path-entangled states with fractional symmetry could possibly find applications in topological quantum computing 29 and in mastering quantum solid-state processes for future computation schemes.
Methods
Devices fabrication and design. The waveguides were written inside high-purity fused silica (Corning 7980, ArF grade) using a RegA 9000 seeded by a Mira Ti:Al 2 O 3 femtosecond laser. Pulses centred at 800 nm with duration of 150 fs were used at a repetition rate of 100 kHz and energy of 450 nJ. The pulses were focused 250 mm under the sample surface using a numerical aperture ¼ 0.6 objective while the sample was translated at constant speed of 60 mm min À 1 (except for the detuned sections) by high-precision positioning stages (ALS130, Aerotech Inc.). The mode field diameters of the guided mode were 18 Â 20 mm at 815 nm. At the wavelength of interest, propagation losses and birefringence were estimated at 0.3 dB cm À 1 and in the order of 10 À 7 , respectively. The waveguides are equally spaced by 127 mm at the two facets to match standard V-groove fibre arrays for in-and out-coupling of single photons. The waveguides then smoothly converge through fanning arrangements to their eventual configuration in the functional sections.
Experimental set-up. Pairs of 815-nm photons with horizontal polarization were produced by type-I optical spontaneous parametric down-conversion from a BiB 3 O 6 nonlinear crystal pumped with 70 mW from a continuous-wave diode laser, and further filtered by 3-nm interference filters to increase the photon indistinguishability. We successively measured the signals exiting from the even and odd modes, which are collected via a butt-coupled fibre array. They were further coupled with their respective avalanche photodiodes (Fig. 2a) connected to a photon correlator card (Becker & Hickl: DPC230). Data analysis of the channel counts was realized with a time window set at 1 ns. Accidental coincidences, that is, simultaneous detection of two photons not coming from the same pair is estimated to occur with a negligible rate of o2 Â 10 À 6 s À 1 . The measurements are acquired over 15 min of integration time and are corrected for coupling fluctuations using simultaneously detected single-photon probability distribution. Each channel is corrected for relative detection efficiencies.
Arbitrary N00N state preparation. Two-photon N00N states can be created by simultaneously exciting the two modes of an integrated 50:50 DC with indistinguishable photons in a separable product state 30, 31 . More importantly, the underlying flexibility of this arrangement can be used to conceive a diverse family of two-photon states by adjusting the relative phase f in the range fA(0,p) between the associated propagating modes (Fig. 2c) . We accomplish this by inducing an extra-detuning Db of the propagation constant b 0 in one of the arms of the DC, introducing so-called detuned DCs (Supplementary Methods). During the fabrication process, the control over Db is readily achieved through adjustment of the writing speed, hence giving access to arbitrary phase shifts.
On-chip Bloch oscillations. Observing the time dynamics in the BO is made possible by fabricating several devices with different radii of curvature. Indeed, the ramping parameter B directly depends on the radius of curvature R C of the waveguides according to the expression B ¼ O/R C , where O is equal to 2pn eff d/l, n eff is the effective refractive index of the waveguides, d the interwaveguide separation and l the wavelength 26 . As a result, the ramping parameter can be adjusted by tuning R C , thus affecting the Bloch period. This strategy allows for changes in the effective propagation length while keeping the broadening of the wave function closely comparable between all cases.
